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About This Game

Renegade Kid’s beloved dimension-defying muddy platformer is back with a brand-new game – Mutant Mudds Super Challenge
– featuring a host of exciting, fresh platforming challenges and boss fights, for super players!

FEATURE SUMMARY:

40 brand new levels - designed for super players.
Five epic boss characters stand between you and victory!

Dimension-bending, layer-jumping, platforming fun across 5 new world themes.
Explore hidden pathways to find pick-ups and unlock 20 secret characters.

Visit Jukebox room to enjoy entire muddy soundtrack, featuring new Super Challenge chiptunes.
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cuando uno juega cualquier juego uno esperaria que a lo menos dicho juego sea al menos decente pero este es muy
HORRRIBLE

la idea del juego era parecida a de un mario kart conbinado con un twitster metal en la que tienes 3 armas con las cuales
debilitarias a los oponentes y todas las carreras se hacen en ecenarios de nieve
la idea suena bastante bien hasta que inicie el juego yo esperava algo mejor pero en la introducion sono un ruido muy fasitidoso
casi que iva a dejar en mudo
los controles me toco usarlos al adivine no habia instruciones o cambio de controles y hablando de controles solo habia opcion
de cambio de graficos u otras opciones solo ajustar el audio y ya, esa opcion funcionaria SI FUERA UN JUEGO FLASH bueno
ni a eso por varios juegos flash son mejores y tienen mas opciones
los controles son lo que puede hacer que un jugador normal haga ragequit de hecho al tratar de girar no lo hiso como deberia,
giro casi 90 grados en seco y digamen cual carro normal hace eso, ni si quiera una bicicleta

los graficos se ven bien pero la musica es demaciado olvidable. super fun on a bun!. Price for DLC might be too high, but it
provides a stay-away experience, where you have to BUILD A TANK (enough said) rather than dig tunnels or mess in vents.
Music is different, guards are soldiers (no assault rifles and authorizations to shoot :( ), FOOD IS EATABLE, INMATES
SAY!!!!!!! Even uniforms are different. Old style black and white stripes.. I've always admired the look of good graffiti, but
never had the inclination or opportunity to try my hand at it in real life.
I consider myself something of an artist, and in the past I've mostly worked digitally, using a Wacom tablet and various digital
art programs.

I've never painted with a spraycan before, so I can't speak on how this game holds up versus reality, but I can say that it feels
really good to me. We've got pressure control on the trigger, and then of course there's the distance and angle that you hold the
can relative to the wall.
To me it feels like a pretty accurate simulation, and I find it a lot of fun to use.

The game provides you with a big collection of pre-defined colours, or you can use various colour wheels and palettes to select
exactly the colour you want.

There are a variety of different spray caps that you can switch between for different spray dynamics.
I've found that NY Fat Cap is my favourite general purpose one, but I do switch over to Featherduster when I want to do subtle
shading, Thin Cap for small details, and Cyclopes when I want to get nice neat circles.

Right from the start in the first hour or so I found myself producing art that I felt proud of, and which looked like that "good
graffiti" I've always admired. I can't guarantee that everything you paint will turn out amazing, but from what I can see it
provides a very good simulation platform for you to have a go of spray painting, and enough depth to let you create beautiful art
if you're willing to put the time into it.

I've had trouble connecting with friends in multiplayer sometimes, but with perseverance we've managed to get together and
have a lot of fun collaborating. Art with friends is always something I enjoy, so I'm glad this game supports that.. Still actual in
2018. Recommended to play in multiplayer mode with friends: SOOOO much fun!. OK, let's get the bad out of the way first:
This game feels unfinished, like it should have been labeled Early Access. The tutorial is quickly useless because it tells you to
make a move that you can't make, and you can't skip past that part. There are little annoyances like a lack of a volume control
and a user interface that is more complicated than it has to be. Worst of all, it's a two player game, and right now your only
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options are a computer opponent who is astonishingly easy to defeat once you figure out the basics or hoping that there's
someone online waiting to play (and you have the perserverance to sit there watching a fullscreen window with nothing
happening until someone does decide to play, as I don't think there's any special sound to alert you when a game starts, and if
you alt=tab away you could miss the whole thing). The developer participates in the Steam forums, though, so hopefully he'll
address these problems in an update soon,

But then there are the good things: The basic rules are somewhat easy to learn but reveal extra complexity as you play. There's
the simple pleasure of setting up blocks to build your tower the way you want and the fun of knocking your opponent's blocks
down. There's also strategy, including deciding whether to build defensively or to push your luck by stretching your tower out to
great heights and depths in order to increase the power of the effects of the rooms you build... and thereby making an easy
target to get the structure blown to bits and come tumbling down. The price is relatively inexpensive, which means even if you
have to get an extra copy to give to a friend to ensure you have someone to play against it won't be too painful.

At first I didn't think I liked this game, what with the various problems mentioned above. But I ended up saying "just one more
gane" over and over until I realized I had played for several hours. If they ever fix the computer opponent's programming to be
more challenging it will be a great solo game, but until then you'll want to find someone else to play against, because that's when
the real fun begins.. Used to play this as a key and now I'm playing it with my son. This game (the whole Putt-Putt series are
honestly) are so great and timeless. Thanks for bringing this to steam!. It's cheap, it's fun, and it's not overly fustrating.
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This game is one of the best games out of hundreds game I have played the geme is just like rock papre scissors but in a
challenging way and it is free ..... so yeah just try it

Mohhamed choice
Rating 10/10
WARNING:YOU WILL NEED OVER 1000HRS TO FINSH THE MAIN STORY. The game is incredibly replayable,
enjoyable, & to an extent; educational. However, it is very difficult to learn and master the game & there is any awful dlc
paywall with many core mechanics locked behind such paywalls. But overall, it is an enjoyable game which I strongly
recomend.. Very original and clever puzzle game. It's easily accessible for anyone who may not usually be that into computer
games, but then gradually gets more and more challenging. Great fun and highly addictive!. Great game about a running
snowman. Closing doors behind you! what a good idea. (play it, you'll get it)

+ : creepy, no life-taking jumpscares (that maybe "-" for some people, not me tho hehe), nice controls, ok graphics, wonderful
idea, platforming parts, adorable books, fun boss fight (or whatever it is, may be "-" )

- : no menu (you get to choose resolution and gamma tho), no sprint! (this one is annoying) ((although sometimes it felt like im
spritning)), short

Fav moment: try to fail good amount of times at platforming section when stuff's floating.

Despite mixed reviews, GG, recommended to buy on SALE, 7/10 would wood again. While Space Pirate Trainer might be the
go-to for the dodge-and-shoot crowd, if you want a system where target-selection is more important and you have to keep
checking over your shoulder, this is it! If you want to shoot, but don't want to dodge, then check out A-10 VR!. I haven't put
much game time into Gunslugs 2 yet on Steam, but have played a fair bit on my iPad.

Gunslugs 2 is a great little run and gun that includes a variety of modes and daily challenges. Unlike many similar games, the
weapons in the game feel like they are doing some damage which adds to the feel of the game. Couple this with the fact that the
game is often played at a frantic pace and you'll find you have a winner on your hands.

The reason I am writing this review so early on into playing the game on Steam is I feel the dev deserves a massive thank you
for the work they have done ironing out early bugs in the game. Initially my controls were reversed (as was the case for others),
but despite updates sorting out controllers for what felt like everyone else, mine still had the same problem. Orange Pascal kept
working on the issue, despite it seemingly only affecting me, and ultimately got to the bottom of it so I can now play the game
with my chosen controller. I don't think I can recall a case where a dev would work on a game to please one single customer, and
if that is not fantastic customer service then I don't know what is!

In summary, great game, great dev and doesn't cost a lot of money. Why are you reading this review when you should be buying
the game!. BLAH-BLAH-BLAH bad enough dude BLAH-BLAH-BLAH saving the earth (Neo-California) from aliens BLAH-
BLAH-BLAH platformes jumping, guns shooting, aliens dying.

Okay, this time seriously. ASR is enjoyable run&gun platformer that reminds us of the old childhood games that we liked. It is
simple, difficulty is easy at the begining and normal at the end, and it is fun. Also it is very cheap, so go buy and enjoy it. Only
slight minus that I found is amount and variety of enemies. I think there are more bosses than regular enemies.. Can`t use it with
ps4 controller :( Spent 3 hours trying to get it to work and now i can`t even refund :( :( It`s not a bad game though...
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